Secure Control of a Two Door/Gate Entryway

The C-250 provides secure relay control of a single door or gate. Add a SRC-1 to provide a second secure relay to operate a second door or gate.

When an entry phone rings the house phones or remote telephones, the party that answers can dial the command for either the C-250 or the SRC-1 to operate the appropriate door or gate.

In this application, the SRC-1 must be programmed in the “*5” mode (it’s command is then fixed at “**”). The C-250 normally allows either one or two digit relay commands but in this application, the C-250 command must be two digits in length and the first digit of the C-250 command can not be a “*” (“#” as the first digit is ok though).

To see how a second secure relay can be added to the C-2000B or SRC-1, see DOD# 903 and 911.